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A system consisting of sandwich structure: a halfspace (a dielectric or a conductor medium)

and N � 1 conductor �lms of thickness d is considered. A recursive relation for the sound wave

amplitude in the case of specular reection of the conduction electrons is derived. The dependence

of the amplitude of the sound �eld as a function of the number of conductor �lms is studied. A nu-

merical analysis about the role of the surface scattering of electrons on the e�ect of electromagnetic

generation of sound is performed.
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The elementary excitations in the conductors form a

Fermi{liquid and their energy spectrum depends on the

distribution function of the quasiparticles. Because of

that, the response of the electron system to the exter-

nal perturbation depends essentially on the correlation

functions which describe the interaction between charge

carriers [1, 2]. Usually, the Fermi{liquid interaction leads

to renormalization of the kinetic coe�cients which are

derived assuming that conduction electrons form Fermi{

gas. Nevertheless, in some cases, Fermi{liquid interaction

leads to speci�c e�ects [3, 4].

From the electromechanical point of view, the con-

duction electrons and crystal lattice ions are in dynam-

ical equilibrium. Namely, the lattice deformation leads

to forces appearance which a�ect the conduction elec-

trons. On the other side, the conduction electrons which

are removed from equilibrium, a�ect the crystal lattice.

As a result, in the equations of the theory of elasticity,

terms which are functional of the distribution function

of conduction electrons appear.

From the mathematical point of view, the connection

of these subsystems is described by a system of equations

formed by Maxwell equations, equations of the theory of

elasticity, and the Boltzmann transport equation for con-

duction electrons [5, 6].

One of the most expressive e�ects caused by interac-

tion of these subsystems is the mutual transformation

of electromagnetic and acoustic energy [7]. This e�ect

is especially important as regards direct electromagnetic

generation of high{frequency sound waves.

The investigations have been conducted in the absence

of a constant magnetic �eld (when the contribution of

the deformation mechanism is primary) as well as in the

presence of a constant magnetic �eld (when the contri-

bution of the induction mechanism is primary).

The surface defects are positions where the conduc-

tion electrons lose additionally their momentum gained

from electromagnetic �eld. In the process of di�use sur-

face scattering of the conduction electrons, a �{shaped

surface force appears [8]. This force contribution in the

transformation of the electromagnetic energy into the

acoustic energy is dominant in the case when !� > 1

(! is the frequency of the electromagnetic �eld, � is the

relaxation time of electrons) [9, 10].

In di�erent �elds of investigation, the systems with

sandwich structure: metal and dielectric or semiconduc-

tive layers, become more and more signi�cant. On the

other hand, in the last years, the interest from three{

dimensional structures has moved to the structures with

smaller dimension [11].

It is obvious that analytical treatment of electroacous-

tic phenomena in sandwich structures becomes very dif-

�cult and for their investigating we have to use a com-

puter technology. In the suggested study the �rst step in

a long{term programme has been done. The aim of this

work is to investigate the role of the surface scattering

of conduction electrons in sandwich structures. For the

sake of simplicity, we consider a model where each elec-

tron remains \captured" in its layer. In a more realistic

model, which investigated now the conduction electrons

should be able to tunnel through boundary surfaces with

certain probability.

In the present work is considered a system consisting

of a sandwich structure: half{space (dielectric or con-

ductor) and N � 1 conductor �lms of the thickness d,

with the surface [z = �(N � 1) d] irradiated at an inci-

dent angle of 90

0

by an electromagnetic wave with the

frequency !. The z{ axis is taken to be parallel to the

high{symmetry axis of the �lms and half{space medium,

and accordingly the �eld in the sample has the polariza-

tion E

m

= fE

m

(z); 0; 0g. In order to �nd the displace-

ment u

0

(z) in the half{space, we have to solve a set of

equations formed by Boltzmann transport equation for

conduction electrons written in �{approximation
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m = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; N � 1;

where �

m

is frequency of relaxation of the conduction

electrons,�

m

is the non{equilibrium additive term to the

equilibrium distribution function f

0

in the mth sample,

v = fv

x

; v

y

; v

z

g and e is the velocity and elementary

charge of electrons; Maxwell equations
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and equations of the theory of elasticity
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Here q

m

= !=s

m

is the wave number, s

m

| the velocity

of the acoustic wave in the mth sample, %

m

| density

of the metal, and �

m

xz

is deformation potential.

The functions �

m

, E

m

, and u

m

satisfy the following

boundary conditions:

1) In order to simplify the problem we consider the

case when the electrons from the two contact{media

are scattered without penetration through the contact{

surfaces. So, in the framework of the Fucks model [10],

the boundary conditions for the non{equilibrium addi-

tive term to the equilibrium distribution function of con-

duction electrons are written in the form

�

m

(r

s

;p

�

) = P �

m

(r

s

;p

+

); (4)

m = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; N � 1;

where r

s

is the radius vector of electrons on the bound-

ary surfaces, and P is a coe�cient which describes the

ability of the scattering on the surfaces (0 � P � 1).

2) The equality of tangent component of the electric

E

m

(z) and magnetic H

m

(z) components of the electro-

magnetic �eld, i.e.

E

m

(�md) = E

m+1

(�md);

H

m

(�md) = H

m+1

(�md); (5)

(m = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; N � 2);

where H

m

= f0;H

m

; 0g is a component of the magnetic

�eld in the mth sample.

3) The boundary conditions for sound displacement

u

m

(�md) = u

m+1

(�md);
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m = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; N � 2:

To solve the system of equations (1){(3) which satis-

�es the boundary conditions (4){(6) the Fourier method

is used.

With the successive solutions of the problem, for

1; 2; 3; : : : ; N � 1 conductive �lms spread over a metal

half{space, a recursive relation for the sound wave am-

plitude in the case of specular surface reection of the

conduction electrons is derived. A \Mathematica"{coded

computer program is written and used in the calcula-

tion of the sound �eld amplitude. By means of numeri-

cal methods, the expression for an arbitrary number of

isotropic conductor layers is analysed in the whole re-

gion of the relevant parameters determining the magni-

tude of the electromagnetic generation: the depth of the

�lm d, the working temperature and the frequency of the

electromagnetic wave. The numerical results obtained for

metal �lm and metal half{space are in good agreement

with some previously obtained results [8].

In the process of di�use surface scattering of the con-

duction electrons, a �{shaped surface force could appear.

The e�ect of electromagnetic generation of sound is gov-

erned by the forces appearing in the vicinity of the sam-

ple surface, at which the conduction electrons are scat-

tered. This situation appears not only at the sample{

vacuum boundary, but at any boundary that may be

treated as a surface defect. Therefore, it is of interest

in considered sandwich structure, to introduce a certain

\di�usity" in the scattering of conductor electrons.

An analytical relation for the sound wave amplitude in

the systems with N = 2 and N = 3 isotropic conductor

layers for non{specular surface scattering of the conduc-

tion electrons is written. They will not be presented here

because of their quantity. We will analyze these results

numerically in a text below.

\Mathematica"{coded computer programs are also

written for calculation of the sound �eld amplitude in

the systems with N = 2 and N = 3 layers. These prog-

rams allow to analyze the acoustic �eld amplitude with-

out limits of the relevant parameters which describe elec-

tromagnetic generation of sound.
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The numerical analysis shows that for frequencies of

electromagnetic �eld ! smaller than relaxation frequency

� (! < �) and the di�use scattering of the electrons have

no inuence over the result derived for pure specular re-

ection. The role of the surface scattering of electrons

on the e�ect of electromagnetic generation of sound is

important when ! > �.

Fig. 1. The frequency dependence of the sound wave am-

plitude (N = 2, d < � < � < `).

Fig. 2. The frequency dependence of the sound wave am-

plitude (N = 2, d < � < ` < �).

Fig. 3. The amplitude dependence of ` (N = 2,

d < � < ` < �).

Fig. 4. The frequency dependence of the sound wave am-

plitude (N = 3, d < � < � < `).

Fig. 1 and 2 give the frequency dependence of the

sound amplitude eu (eu is renormalized sound amplitude)

for di�erent value of parameters in a system with N = 2.

The �rst one is related to the case when the highest pa-

rameter with the dimension of length is mean free path

of conduction electrons ` (d < � < � < `, � is skin

depth), and the second one | when the highest parame-

ter with the dimension of length is the sound wave length

� (d < � < ` < �). The curves a give the frequency de-

pendence of the �eld for pure specular reection (P = 1),

and the curves b| for non{specular reection (P = 0:8).

The graphs show that the amplitude of the sound �eld,

for non{specular reection, is an oscillatory function of

the frequency. At certain frequencies, the coupled elec-

tromechanical forces (arising from the di�use scattering

of the electrons) may result in ampli�ed or decayed sound

generation.

Fig. 3 gives the amplitude dependence on free mean

path ` for the same cases. A graph shows that the di�use

scattering does not change the amplitude dependence of

`, but it has signi�cant inuence on the value of sound

wave amplitude.

Fig. 4 gives the frequency dependence of the sound am-

plitude �u in a system consisting of two conductor �lms

(N = 3). The curve a gives the frequency dependence

of the �eld for pure specular reection (P = 1), and the

curve b| for non{specular reection (P = 0:8). A graph

shows that the height of the maxima compared with the

monotonous part is more pronounced in the case of two

�lms. We can also see that the increase in the number

of conductor �lms, leads to a decrease of the sound �eld

amplitude. This result is a consequence of the employed

model (the electrons are scattered without penetration

through the contact{surfaces). Further improvements of

the model are desirable introducing, in the limiting con-

ditions, certain probability for tunnelling of the conduc-

tion electrons between the layers.
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